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1. INTRODUCTION 
This present paper, which is a sequel to our earlier work begun in [6], 
continues the study of the relationship between orthogonal representations 
and double covers of groups. 
Orthogonal groups possess a natural double cover (denoted by the 
“spin” group for the special orthogonal group, or by “pin” for the full 
orthogonal group), a fact known from the time of Schur. Since then, these 
double covers have been studied by some individuals who were able to 
establish the existence and properties of double covers of groups occurring 
as subgroups of orthogonal groups. The papers of Griess [7] and Morris 
[12] are examples of this. Emphasis in this present paper is mainly placed 
on developing properties of a function h: OChar(G) -+ M(G) (from charac- 
ters afforded by orthogonal representations to the Schur multiplier). 
Various results which are true in characteristic 0 may be extended, with 
minor modifications, to characteristic p > 2. In particular, the domain of h 
is extended (in Sect. 6) to include Brauer characters afforded by orthogonal 
representations. 
Every attempt has been made to keep this paper as self-contained as is 
reasonably possible. Section 2 outlines the notation, definitions and some 
of the more important results from [6] that will be used here. Also 
included in this section are some methods of producing new orthogonal 
representations from old ones. 
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Section 3 contains some specialized results which are useful in calculating 
h(x) for some residual cases. The “obstruction term” hi.+, which prevents h 
from being a homomorphism in general, is brought under some control by 
Corollary 3.2. Formulas relating induction of characters to the corestriction 
map appear in Section 4. 
Section 5 contains several relations that hold for the function h. The 
most useful of these is h(~ + X) = 1 for any character x, and this makes it 
possible to establish in Section 6 that h(x) = h(~‘) when both x and x’ (the 
restriction of x to p-regular elements for p > 2) are afforded by orthogonal 
representations. Section 6 also contains generalizations of the main 
theorems of [6] to include some conyplex-valued characters. 
When h(x) # 1 but h(xH) = 1 for every proper subgroup H of G, then 
(G, 1) is called a minimal pair. In this case G is always a 2-group, but the 
structure of G may be complicated. Nevertheless, Section 7 contains a type 
of replacement theorem (Corollary 7.2) which asserts that j( can always be 
replaced by a character of degree 2. Some examples are given in this sec- 
tion. 
The last section contains some conjectures, as well as a few more exam- 
ples. 
Only finite groups are considered here. K and F always denote 
algebraically closed fields of characteristic 0 and p > 2, respectively. Thus, 
K contains elements which correspond to cos tl and sin H for 0 a rational 
multiple of 7~. On occasion we shall even regard these elements as belonging 
to K. There is no harm in replacing K by the complex numbers @, if 
desired. 
2. SOME NOTATION AND NEEDED FACTS 
In addition to setting up the notation which will be used in subsequent 
sections, some relevant results of [6] are restated here for convenience. 
As in [6], if (V, h) is a nonsingular inner product space over K 
(algebraically closed field of characteristic 0) let ZJ V) be the subgroup of 
the group of units in the Clifford algebra C(V) generated by the anisotropic 
vectors of V. If y is a product of r anisotropic vectors, then u H ( ~ 1 )‘y ‘11; 
is an orthogonal transformation of V, and we have an exact sequence 
K” -r(V) + O(V). 
The sequence is nonsplit. However, there exists two natural 
homomorphisms NP and N+ from I-( V) to K x satisfying N (v) = - u2 = 
- h(u, u) and Nf (v) = z? = b(v, u) for all anisotropic u in V. For k E K x, 
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N+ (k) = N ~ (k) = k2. Thus replacing K” by ( 1, - 1 } and r( V) by either 
ker NP =pin-(V) or ker N+ = pin + ( I’) yields the exact sequence 
(1, -1) wpin’(V) -+-+ O(V). 
In [6] pin(V) and N were used to denote pin ( V) and N ~. 
If p: G + O(V) is an orthogonal representation of G and t,? E pin ~ (V) 
(resp. pin+(V)) is an inverse image of p(g) = g,, for every g E G, then 
.7(.x, y)= t,,.‘t.,t, ( =tvt,.t,,‘) 
defines a factor set of G in ( f 1). The resulting cohomology class in 
H2(G, { + 1 }) is denoted by h’(x) (resp. h +(x)) where 3: is the character 
afforded by p. The cohomology class of z in the Schur multiplier M(G) is 
denoted by h(x). As { i. 1) c K” and H2(G, K” )=M(G), h(x) is the 
natural image of h’(x) or h + (x). Theorem 6.1 of [6] justifies the notation. 
If ;I and ,U are homomorphisms from G to { k I} then the function 
zj.,p(-“9 Y) = ( - l) (l/4)(1 ir)HI -,c(.1)) is a factor set [6, Lemma 6.31. The 
image of z,+ in H*(G, { f 1 )) is denoted by A;.,,, while its image in M(G) is 
denoted by hj,,,. The next two results appear in [6] and are repeated here 
for convenience. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let x and $ he characters qf G qfforded by orthogonal 
representations. Then 
and 
h’(x + $I= h’(x) A’($) h’det %. det +4 
+ ($) h’ det /, det fi 2 h+(X+$)=h+(X)h 
h(x + $I= h(x) h(ti )h da /, det if 
THEOREM 2.2. If I. and p are linear characters qf G sati&ving 
A2 = p2 = 1 ti, then 
(a) A>.., = h;.j. and A,.,,, = hp.>., 
(b) hk, = 1, and h;,, = 1, 
(c) h;,= h’(A) = h+(2/2) and h;.,= h(i)= 1. 
If x is the character afforded by an orthogonal representation of G, then x 
will be referred to as an “orthogonal character of G,” and the set of such 
characters is denoted by OChar (G). 
The next result is an immediate consequence of the definition, and Gas- 
chutz’ Theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let x E OChar (G) and let S he a subgroup qf G. 
(a) If res: M(G) + M(S) is the usual restriction homomorphism, then 
res(h(X)) = h(Xs). In particular, !f h(X) = 1 then h(Xs) = 1. 
(b) If S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G then h(X) = 1 !f and only if 
h(Xs) = 1. 
The second half of the last theorem follows easily from the first half using 
the relation h(X) = cor(h(X,)) which is valid since h(x) and h(x,) have order 
at most 2 and 1 G:S 1 is odd. Here, car: M(S) + M(G) denotes the usual 
corestriction map. 
The next two results are slight restatements of the main results of [6]. In 
each case a sufficient condition is given for the nontriviality of the function 
h. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let x E OChar (G) hefaithjiil and let x E G’ have order 2. 
If +(x( 1) -x(x)) = 2 mod 4 then h(X) # 1. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let x he a real valued character qf G and let 
A = (s ) x ( y ) be a direct product qf cyclic groups generated by two com- 
muting elements x, y of even order in G. Denote by j*, , &, and jVs the three 
distinct nonprincipal linear characters of A satisfying if = 1 A. If at least two 
of the inner products (xa, 3.,)a are odd then the image of h is nontrivial. 
Moreover, if x E OChar (G) then h(X) # 1. 
Because of the preceeding theorems, it is useful to be able to construct 
new orthogonal characters from old ones. Any character in OChar (G) is 
necessarily real valued, and in general it is false that an irreducible con- 
stituent of x E OChar (G) is again in OChar (G). In fact, even a real sub- 
character of x may fail to be contained in OChar (G). However, the follow- 
ing result holds. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let x E OChar (G) and assume x = $, + Ic/z when $ 1 and 
tj2 are real-valued characters satisfying ($, , $*) = 0. Then $, and ti2 both lie 
in OChar (G). 
Proof: Let (V, b) be an orthogonal K[G]-module affording x. Since the 
$I are real valued and disjoint, Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.5 of [6] imply 
(V, b) has a decomposition as ( W,, b 1 W,) I ( W,, b / W,) where W, affords 
$,, completing the proof. 1 
THEOREM 2.7. Let x be any character of G. Then x + j and XX both 
belong to OChar (G). In particular, if x is real valued, then x2 E OChar (G). 
ProoJ: Let M be a K[G]-module affording x. Then (MO ki b @ ), as 
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defined in Section 3 of [6], is an orthogonal K[G]-module with character 
x+X. Using universal properties of the tensor product, there exists a 
bilinear map K M@ifxM@& + K satisfying a(m @ f, m’ @ ,f”) = 
f(m’) f’(m) for all m, m’ E M and f; f’ E i@. It is easy to check that cx is G- 
invariant, proving XX E OChar (G). 1 
If x is an irreducible character, then the expression ~~(1) = l/ 1 G 1 
xgeCX(g2) is equal to 1 if and only if x E OChar (G) [9. Theorem 4.53. 
Since this expression is invariant under field automorphisms we conclude 
that if x is irreducible of type I, then so is x” for any field automorphism c. 
The irreducibility assumption is easily dropped showing that OChar (G) is 
invariant under field automorphisms. 
Another way of constructing new orthogonal characters from old ones is 
given by the following construction. 
Let G be a group and P’ a K[G]-module with h a G-invariant bilinear 
form on V satisfying h(v, M.) = E~(w, L’) where e = f 1 is fixed. Of course, if 
E = 1, (V, h) is an orthogonal K[G]-module. For any positive integer n 
both G and S,, (the symmetric group of degree n) act on V = V@ 0 V 
in a natural manner. Since the actions commute, G x S,, also acts on V”. 
The module V” supports a G x S,,-invariant form fi which satisfies 
Note that j3 is symmetric if E = 1, or if i: = - 1 and n is even. 
If 0 E Irr(S,,) (the set of irreducible characters of S,,) let x: be the o-corn- 
ponent of x”. That is, if 0 denotes the character of V” viewed as a 
K[G x S,]-module, then Q = C,, ,rr(S,j x; # rr. It may happen that x; is zero 
for a given (T. Explicit formulas for x: may be found in [lo]; see especially 
Corollary 26.17. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let 1 be the character ofa K[G]-module which supports a 
G-invariant form h which satisfies h(x, y) = ~h( y, x) where E = + 1, and let n 
be a positive integer. Jf n is even, or else !‘f‘ n is odd and E = 1, then 
x”, E OChar (G) for every o E Irr( S,, ). 
Proof By the remarks preceeding the theorem, the character 0 = 
c ~ t irrcS,,) x; # o belongs to OChar (G x S,,). By Theorem 2.6, x: # 0 belongs 
to OChar (G x S,,) for every 0 E Irr(S,,). Fix g E Trr(S,,). Then, there exists a 
subgroup R < S,, such that (a,, l,), = 1 [ 10, Theorem 4.131. Restrict 
)$#a to GxR and apply Theorem 2.6 again to obtain 
x:# 1, E OChar (G x R). Further restricting this character to G < G x R 
yields the result. 1 
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It should be noted that if x# $ E OChar (G x H) then it does not 
necessarily follow that x E OChar (G). The smallest example illustrating 
this is G = H = Q8 (quaternion group of order 8) with x = $ = the unique 
faithful irreducible character of Q8. 
If H<G and +~OChar (H) then IC/‘~0Char (G). (This is Lemma 3.8 
of [6].) The same result holds for the tensor induced character rjjO(; as 
next result shows. The construction of tensor induced modules was given in 
1967 by E. C. Dade (see pp. 180 and 181 of [2]) and was independently 
discovered by A. Dress [4] in 1970. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let H he u subgroup of’ G and $ E OChar (H). Then 
$@‘;EOChar (G). 
Proqf: Let ( W, h) be an orthogonal K[H]-module affording $. We may 
regard W as naturally embedded in W” = W@ Klf,lKIG] via M: H M; 0 1. 
Thus, Wg is defined for all g E G and Wg = Wg’ if and only if Hg = Hg’. 
Note that it is possible for Wg to be isomorphic to Wg’ as K[H]-modules, 
even when Wg # Wg’, i.e., Hg # Hg’. Let T be a right transversal for H in 
G and define V= @ ,t T Wt, with the tensor product being taken over K. 
If @,cT w,tE V and ggG then, by definition (OIXr w,t).g= OttT 
(w,(tg(t . g) -‘))(t . g), where t. g denotes the unique element of T which 
satisfies H( t. g) = Htg. V is the tensor induced module of W and affords 
the character $ OG‘. 
It is easy to check that a form /? exists on V which satisfies 
B (,@T’M ,yt) = ,pY> $1. 
Then, for g E G. 
P((~Tw,I)Xt (~T4+) 
= B ( 0 (w,(tg(t. g) ‘)I (t. g), 0 (4(tdt g)v’))(t. K) 
1tT IET > 
= n h(M’,(tg(t.g)-I), Qtg(t.g)-‘)) 
IET 
The results in this section are useful for calculating h(X) for certain 
restricted 1 in OChar (G). At least one result in Section 5 (Theorem 5.5) 
has a residual case which can be dealt with easily, using the following 
result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G he a group, x a character qf‘ G qj’ degree 2 and 
N = ker x. Assume either that GIN is isomorphic to C, x C2 or else a 
dihedral 2-group. Then x E OChar (G) and h(X ) = 1 #’ and only !j 
[N,G]<G’nN. 
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Hence, /? is G-invariant so that (V, p) is an orthogonal K[G]-module, 
completing the proof. 1 
We remark that the conclusion of Theorem 2.9 is valid when $ is the 
character of a K[G]-module which supports a G-invariant skew symmetric 
form in the case that 1 G : H 1 is even. Indeed, the proof is identical to that 
given above, with the observation that p is symmetric when h is skew sym- 
metric and ( G : H 1 is even. 
3. SOME SPECIAL CASES 
ProojI Note that if G/N is dihedral, then x is irreducible, while if 
G/N N Cz x Cz then x is the sum of two distinct sign characters. Clearly, 
x E OChar (G). 
Let I/ be an orthogonal K[G]-module affording x and let p: G + O(V) 
be the corresponding representation. If G/N is dihedral, let H 6 G be the 
unique subgroup of G containing N with H/N cyclic of index 2 in GIN. 
Otherwise, choose H/N to be the unique subgroup of GIN of index 2 such 
that (xH, 1 H)H = 0. 
Fix x E G - H and let h E H be a generator for H mod N. Then, an 
orthonormal basis {c, , v 2) for V may be found with 
v’= -L’ I) 
v’=v 2 23 
and 
vh=cosOv, +sinOv I 2 
vh = -sin Ov, + cos Ov 2 2, 0<067r. 
Let t = hlH’ N1’2 so that v’ = -v for all v E V. Note that the most general 
lifts for p(x), p(h), and p(t) have the form au,, ~(c’+s’v,v,) and yv, v2, 
where c’ = cos O/2, s’ = sin O/2 and z, /I, y E K x. 
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Assume first h(x) = 1. Then, a homomorphism $: G + I(V) exists which 
lifts the homomorphism p. Thus, for some SI, y E K x we have $(x) = clu, 
and Il/(t)=yulu,. Therefore, tj([x, t])= [cru,,~v,u~]= -1. Clearly, 
[x, t] E G’ n N. As every element of N maps to scalars in f(V) under $, we 
have $( [N, G]) = 1 so [x, t] $ [N, G] as desired. 
Conversely, assume now [N, G] < G’ n N. Neither the hypotheses, nor 
the conclusion is affected if G is replaced by G/[N, G]. Assume then 
[N, G] = 1, i.e., Nc z(G). Since the Schur multiplier of G/N has order 2 
[S, p. 6461 we have 1 G’ n N / < 2, and hence 1 G’ n N I= 2. 
If N is not cyclic, then there exists K< N with N/K cyclic and 
G’n N & K. Clearly, G may be replaced by G/K if necessary. Assume then 
N is cyclic, with generator z. 
As H/N is cyclic and N G Z(G), H is abelian. Hence the map UHU ‘m‘ 
(a E H) is an endomorphism of H whose kernel is @,(.u) = z(G) and whose 
image is [H, X] = G’. Thus 1 z(G) 1 / G’ I = I HI. Now G’N has index 2 in H 
(in either the dihedral, or Cz x C, case) so 
and hence 
This implies I Z(G) 1 = 1 N / and hence z(G) = N as N c z(G). 
Let r = 1 H : N 1 and .s = I N 1. Define integers i, j, and k by the equations 
Clearly, i, ,j, and k are uniquely determined mod s( = / N I). We also have 
the equations: 
=‘= 1, [x, ;] = 1, [h, :] = 1. 
Now the six equations above may be taken as a presentation of an 
abstract group whose order, it is easy to check, is at most 2~s. Therefore, 
these are defining relations for G. 
The element h r/2 has order 2 mod N, and as h ’ ’ $ N = P7( G), h r!2 fails 
to commute with x. The commutator [x, h “1 must have order 2, so 
[x, h -‘lr] = z.“~. This implies .Y ~ ‘h’,‘xh r’2 = 2.’ ‘. From the defining 
relations above we have .Y ‘h’ 2.~ = h r’2zrlr’2 and so 
Therefore, rk/2 = j + s/2 mod s. 
To construct a homomorphism G + r(V) which lifts p, it suffices to find 
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nonzero scalars c(, 8, and y so that the elements ZL’, , b(c’ + s’u, v,), and 7 
satisfy the six defining relations above (in place of x, h, and z resp.). 
Toward this end, let y be any primitive sth root of 1. Define c( to be one 
of the two square roots of y’ and fi to be one of the square roots of yk. Four 
of the six relations are trivially satisfied, and the remaining two are 
(/l(c’ + s’u, uz)y = ;” 
and 
(C(u,)~‘/j(C’+S’U,U*)(~u,)=(jj(C’+S’u,U*))~~’yk. 
The second one is equivalent to 
p(c’-s’l~,u~)=~~‘(c’-.s’u,u~)‘~/‘ 
or /I’= yk, which is the definition of b. To prove the first equation, note 
that 
(c’ + s'll, c,)? = - 1 
so 
(pit’ + s’uI u2))r = _ 1’ = _ (fl2)’ 2 = _ ;,kr,2, 
Now rkJ2 = j + s/2 mod .Y, and ysf2 = - 1. Hence - yrh12 = - y”“y’ = y 1, as 
desired. 
This proves that a homomorphism G + I(V) exists which lifts p, and so 
by definition h(x) = 1. 1 
An immediate application of the preceeding theorem is the following 
corollary, which is useful for analyzing the “error term” (or obstruction) 
which prevents h from being a homomorphism. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let i and p be distinct nonprincipal sign characters oj 
G. Then h;,, = 1 iJ’ and only if [N, G] < G’ n N where N = ker 2 n ker p. 
Proof From Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, h,,,, = h(A + ,u). The result now 
follows from the Cz x Cz case of Theorem 3.1. 1 
Note that if at least one of 2 or p is principal, or if 1, = ,u, then h,,, = 1 
(by Theorem 2.2). Corollary 3.2 covers the only remaining case. 
If E is elementary abelian of order 4 and p = 1 + i + p + j+ is the regular 
character of E then h(p) = h(A + p + 2~) = h(/Z + p) = h,, # 1, as Corollary 
3.2 shows. (Of course, Theorem 2.5 may also be used.) This contrasts the 
situation of larger elementary abelian groups, as the next result shows. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let E he elementar~~ ahelian 2-group of order > 8 and let 
p be the regular character of E. Then h(p) = 1. 
Proof. Let V be an orthogonal K[E]-module affording p and let L be 
the inverse image of E,. in either pin + ( V) or pin ( V). Let u E L - ( + I ) 
and suppose u maps to .Y,, for s E E. The ( - 1 )-eigenspace for .Y, has 
dimension +I El which is a multiple of 4. Corollary 4.3 of [6] shows that 
u E pin + ( V) n pin ( V) and u’ = 1. Thus, every element of L has order d 2 
and L is elementary abelian. The sequence ( k 1 )- ++ L +E, splits and so 
h’(p)=h+(p)= 1. The theorem now follows from this. 1 
The next result is another corollary of Theorem 3.1. It will not be needed 
in any of the later sections and appears here only as a curiosity. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let N be a normal .subgroup qj’ G with G/N either a 
dihedral 2-group, or else Cz x Cz. Let S be u Sallow 2-subgroup of G and 
N,=NnS. !f’ S’nN,,>[N,,,S] then G’nN>[N.G]. In particular, 
Oz( G) < N. 
Proof1 Let z be a character of G of degree 2 with kernel N. Clearly x 
exists and is irreducible if G/N is dihedral. Theorem 3.1 applied to 
xs ~OChar (S) implies h(xs) = 1. Theorem 2.3 (b) now implies h(x)= 1 
and G’ n N > [N, G] follows by another application of Theorem 3.1. As the 
Schur multiplier of G/N has order 2, it follows that 1 G’ n N: [N, G] 1 = 2 
and so O*(N/[N, G])< N/[N, G]. Hence, O’(G)=O’(N)<N, as 
desired. 1 
It should be noted that alternate proofs exist for the last result, without 
using h, and which are valid for any prime. 
4. INDUCTION VERSUS CORESTRICTION 
Let H be a subgroup of G. In this section, an explicit relation is found 
connecting h($“) and cor(h(rC/)) where $ l OChar (H) and car: 
M(H) -+ M(G) denotes the usual corestriction map. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let H be a subgroup of G and p representation of’ H of 
degree d. Let v: G + H/H’ be the transjkr homomorphism and let u he the 
sign character of the permutation character of G in its action on the cosets qf 
H. (Thus, a(g) is the sign of the permutation Hx H Hxg.) Then 
det pci = &. (det p c v), 
where det p 0 v has the usual interpretation using H’ E ker det p. 
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Proof: Let T be a right transversal for H in G and fix g E G. The matrix 
p’(g) may be written in block diagonal form where the blocks correspond 
to the orbits of g in its action on T. If P = {t , ,..., t, } is one of these orbits, 
then the block corresponding to 6 is 
I 
0 At, 8,') 
P(tk I gt,') > 
P(tkgt, '1 0 / 
where we assume ti . g = t, + , (denoting the action by ), 
The determinant of this block is easily calculated as 
t-11 d*(k ~‘)jj detp(tg(t.g) ‘) 
1tC 
= ( -l)d’k “(det p) n tg(t. g)-’ 
, E c ! 
Forming the product of this last expression over all orbits yields 
OkY’(det p)(4g)), 
as desired. 1 
THEOREM 4.2. Let H be a subgroup of G und II/ E OChar (H) with 
det $I = 1 H. !f’ 7c denotes the permutation character qf G in its action on the 
(right) cosets of H, then 
h(~G)=cor(h(~)).h(~(l)~ir). 
In particular, (f II/( 1) is even, then h($“) = cor(h($)). 
Proof. Let W be an orthogonal K[ HI-module affording $ and let T be 
a right transversal for H in G. Set V= W” = x,, T W@ t. For each h E H let 
r(h) E ZJ WC3 1) be a lift of h,@, and define 2(x, I?) = r(xy) ‘r(x) r(y) for 
x, y E H. Then z is a factor set for H in K x representing h(G). Moreover, 
the condition det Ic/ = 1 H implies that r(x) is in the even component of 
r( W@ 1) for all XE H, and so 
r(x)-‘w@ 1 r(x)=w.x@ 1 for all x E H, w E W. 
For every g E G, let qn: V + V be the map w @ t H MI @ t. g. Clearly, the 
character of cp is $( 1 )rr. As ‘px is admissible (i.e., (P,? E 0( V)), qn extends to 
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a map C(V) -+ C(V) which we again denote by qn. Moreover, regarding 
qDn E O(V), there exists a(g) E C(V) such that .s( g) is a lift for qn. Thus 
cp,(v)=a(g)ti”‘a(g) -Irk-(g) for all VE V, 
where (T = det n is the sign character corresponding to the permutation 
representation of G in its action on the cosets of H. 
Now ‘pR is defined on all of C(V), so that 
cp,(r,v,)=(P,c(v,) cp,(v,)=o(g)“~%(g) -‘v,vze(g) 
=8(g) -‘v,v,E(g) for all t’r, c2 E V. 
Hence, (ps is given by conjugation by c(g) on the even component of C( V), 
and hence the even component of r(V). 
For g E G, define 
a(g)= n cp,(r(fg(t’g) ~‘1). 
iE7 
As r( tg(t . g) ’ ) belongs to the even component of C( W@ 1) it follows that 
cp,(r(tg(t g) l)) is in the even component of C( W@ t) so that the terms in 
the product commute with each other. Therefore, the product defining a(g) 
is well defined. 
CLAIM 1. For any gEG, x(g)&(g) is a lift for g,. 
To see this, fix IV@ t E W@ t. Now cp,, (v( t’g(t’ . g) ‘)) centralizes u’@ t 
for f # r’ so 
(detg,-)dg) ‘a(g) ’ wOf4g)~(g) 
=(detg,,)c(g)~‘cp,(r(tg(t.g) ‘)I -’ cp,(~~Ol)cp,(r(tdf.g) -‘))c(g) 
=(detg,.)Gg) ’ cp,(r(tg(t.g)F’))F’ ~‘01 cp,(r(tg(f~g)p’))4g) 
=(detg.)e(g) ‘~‘(tg(t.g))‘)@ta(g) 
= (det gl.) g(g)@“’ w(tg(t.g) ‘)Or.g 
=(detg,).c~(g)~(‘~~@tg. 
Now by Lemma 4.1 (using det $ = 1 H), det g, = (det Gc;)(g) = cr(g)$(‘j 
so that the last expression reduces simply to (M’@ t)g, proving the first 
claim. 
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CLAIM 2. cz( gh) = c(( g) E(g) a(h) a(g) ’ (z”( g, h)) ‘. By definition of z, 
dgh)= n’P,(r(tg(t.g)~‘(t.g)h(t.g.h)~‘) 
1eT 
= n cp,(r(rg(r.g)--‘)~r((t.g)h(t.g.h)- ‘).z ‘(rg(t.g)~ ‘) 
ttT 
(f. g) h(f. g.h)r’)) 
= fl cP,(rM~x--w n cp,(r((f.g)h(r.g.h) ‘) 
,E T /ET 
> 
’ 
=dg) zG(g3 A)-’ n cp,(r((t. 8) wt. gh) ‘)I> rt7 
where we have used the definition of the induced factor set zG‘ of z to G 
[14, Proposition 2.521. Now the image of r is in the even component of 
r(V), while we have seen that (pI: is given by conjugation by E(g) on this 
even component. Thus, 
a(d) = dgb”(g, h)-‘E(g) 
x 
[ 
,FTE(R) ‘b-(t) ~‘r((t.g)h(r.gh)~‘)E(t)E(g) .tI(g)-‘. 1 
As conjugation by c(t) s(g) on the even component of C( V) is the same as 
applying qn 0 qr = qrR, and since q,, agrees with cpi., on W@ 1, the last 
expression may be simplified to 
a(g) Z”k, A)-’ E(g) n V,.,(r((t. g) h((t. g).h) 
[ 
‘1) E(g) ’ 
167 1 =@(g) Eu(h) E(g)-‘Z”(g, A)~-‘, 
proving the second claim. 
We now calculate the factor set representing A($‘). By definition (using 
the first claim) this is the function 
Using the second claim, this expression equals 
E(gh)~‘z”(s,h)&(g)x(h) ‘E(g)~‘a(s)~“a(g)E(g)a(h)E(h) 
= ZG(g, h) E&f+) ‘E(g) E(h). 
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Now z represents II($) so zG represents cor(h($)). Moreover, s(g) is a lift 
of the orthogonal representation of G given by g H ‘pg and whose character 
is $(1)x. Hence, the factor set (g, h) -s(gh)-‘s(g) s(h) represents 
h(ll/(l)n). The formula for h($‘) now follows. 
Finally, if $( 1) is even then h($( 1 )rc) = 1 holds by applying the formulas 
in Theorem 2.1 and 2.2. This leads to the simpler formula A(+‘) = 
cor(h(lC/)) when +(l) is even. 1 
The hypothesis det tj = 1, may be removed in the last theorem, but at 
the expense of a more complicated formula for h($G). The result is as 
follows. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let H be a subgroup of G and let $ E OChar (H) with 
det II/ = 1.. If TX denotes the permutation character of G in its action on the 
(right) cosets of H, then h($G)=cor(h(lC/)).h(AG) for $(l) odd, while 
h(lC/‘)=cor(h(ll/)). h(A”).h(x). hC, L.j.(II ,rj.detn for $(l) even. Here v: 
G -+ H/H’ is the transfer map. 
Proof: We have det(ll/ + 2) = 1 H so that Theorem 4.2 applies with $ + iv 
in place of Ic/. As ($ + l.)G = $” + A” and h($ + A) = h($) we have 
Now det$G=(det$~u)~(detrr)tiL”‘=(E,~u)~(detz)@L”’ and detAG= 
(det L 0 u) . (det rc)’ = (1.0 u) det rc, so 
A($” + 2”) =h($“) h(JG) h(, c).(detn)?“l,(i. ).detn. 
As all these elements haver order at most 2. 
h($“) = cor(h($)) ‘h(($‘(l) + 1 )n)’ h(l”) .A(;., r,)(detn)@l’),(i, c.).detn. 
This last expression simplifies in two different ways, depending on the 
parity of II/( 1). 1 
The error term h I v,(i,L.).detn=h((~3u).(det71+1G)) can be simplified 
further, using a formula for h(E,X) (Corollary 5.2) but this will not be done 
here. 
Fortunately, the full generality of these formulas will not be needed later. 
Indeed, Theorem 2.3 frequently reduces many calculations involving h(X) to 
the 2-group case. In this setting, when x is irreducible of degree > 1, x is 
always induced from a character of a proper subgroup (which may be 
chosen to have index 2). The following special case of Theorem 4.2 will 
already be powerful enough for the applications to follow. 
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COROLLARY 4.4. Let N be a normal subgroup of G with 1 G : N 1 = 2 and 
let$EOChar(N) withdet$=l,andh($)=l. Thenh($“)=l. 
ProoJ: By Theorem 4.2, h($‘)= h($(l). n), where 71 is the regular 
character of G/N. Thus rc = 1 + 1 where ,? is a linear sign character, and 
h(+( 1)rc) = 1 follows from the formulas in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 1 
The next two results are useful in handling situations that arise in the 2- 
group case. As usual, let Q(x) denote the field generated over Q by the set 
of all character values {x(g) 1 g E G}. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let G be a 2-group and x an irreducible character qf G. 
Then, there exists a subgroup H of G and an irreducible character $ of H 
such that $‘= x, Q($) = Q(x) and II/( 1) < 2. 
The proof of this theorem, with minor modifications, is essentially con- 
tained in the proof of (14.3) of [S]. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let G be a 2-group and x an irreducible character of G 
which belongs to OChar (G). Then there exists a subgroup H 6 G and an 
irreducible character $ of H which belongs to OChar (H) with $” = x and 
*(1)<2. 
ProoJ Select H and $ as in Theorem 4.5. As x is real valued, so is +. 
Theorem 2.6 applies to xH, and as (x~,$)~=(x, $G)G = 1 we have 
$ E OChar (H) as desired. m 
A useful immediate consequence of Corollary 4.6 is 
THEOREM 4.7. Let G be a 2-group and x an irreducible character of G 
which belongs to OChar (G). Jf x( 1) 3 4 then there exists H < G with 
1 G : H 1 = 2 such that there exists $ an irreducible character of’ H which 
belongs to OChar (H) and II/” = 1. 
Note that, in the situation of Corollary 4.6, if $ has degree 1 then $ is a 
sign character, while if I/( 1) = 2, then H/ker $ is necessarily a dihedral 2- 
group. Thus frequently (but not always) calculations with h reduce to 
calculations in dihedral groups. 
5. RELATIONS 
Some additional properties of the function h, similar to the equations 
appearing in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, are developed here. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let x E OChar (G) and I. a linear character of G satisfying 
A2 = 1 G. Then 11 E OChar (G) and the following table computes h’(lX) and 
h+(h). 
,y(l)mod4 h’(h) h+(h) 
Proof: Let V be an orthogonal K[G]-module affording x, and let V* be 
an orthogonal K[G]-module afforing ilx. We may take V* = V (with the 
same inner product) with action defined by u*g = A(g)ug. 
For each g E G let t, E r( I’) be a lift for g “, chosen so that t, E pin - ( V) 
or pin + (V) depending on whether h’ or h + is being calculated. Note that 
X(l)=dim V. 
Let rc denote a product of vectors in an orthonormal basis for V. 
Therefore, rc E r( V) is a lift for -1, as xr-‘vn=det(-l.).( -u). 
Moreover, det( -1 y) = 1 if and only if rr is in the even component of the 
Clifford algebra. 
Define z E ZJ V) as follows. If h + is being calculated, or dim I/ is even, set 
z = rc. Otherwise set z = ix. Notice that if h + is being calculated, 
z E pin + ( V) while if h’ is being calculated, z E pin - (V). 
We now define lifts t,* for the action of g on V* as follows. If g E ker A, 
then g,, = g V and we may take t,* = t,. For g $ ker 2 we have g “* = 
( - 1 y) 0 g, and we may take t: = zt,. In all cases we have t,* = z”*(‘- “(g)‘tg. 
For x, y E G define c(x, y) = t,,’ t,t, and i*(x, y) = t:vp ‘t: tjf, so that [ 
and <* are factor sets representing h*(x) and h*(Ax) in H2(G, { f l}), 
respectively, where h* is either h+ or h’. From the construction of t$ for 
gEG we have 
i*(x, Y) = t;,lz ~ l/2(1 i(x.~))~1/2( I - i(.r))t x z1/2( I ~ ?..v))t r’ 
Now t commutes with zl”(l- ‘(Y)) if dim V is odd (z is central in this 
case), or j E ker A, or if t, is in the even component of the Clifford algebra 
(i.e., det x V = 1). Otherwise, these elements anticommute. We may write 
t 
x 
z1/2(1 - KY” = z1/2(1 -ad) 
tx.(-1) 
a/4(1 ~ (det x)(x’)(l -NV’) 
where a = 0 if dim V is odd and a = 1 if dim V is even. Hence 
i*tx, Y) = z- 
l/2(1 ~ A.(.~y))~l/*(l -i.(.~))~l/Z(l~ d(y)’ 
x ( _ 1 y/4(1 ~ Cd- x’(.~“(’ Aq(x, y), 
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z l/2(1-i.(.rv))zl/2(1 -i(.r))z1/2(1 i(.v)) 
_ -l/2(1 I(x))(l -i(y)) 
= (z2)l/4(1 ~ i.(x))(l ~ i.(y), where z2 = f 1 
is a sign. Define h E (0, 1 } so that z2 = ( - 1 )h. The formula for [* above 
now simplifies to 
As z det x.I, and Zj.,A represent hi,, x,i. and hJ,,, it remains only to calculate a 
and h. This is easily done, and the results are tabulated as: 
h’ h’ 
dim V (mod 4) 9 u h dim V (mod 4) 9 a h 
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
1 -I 0 1 1 1 0 0 
2 -1 1 1 2 -1 1 1 
3 1 0 0 3 -1 0 1 
The table appearing in the statement of the lemma follows easily from 
this. 1 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let x E OChar (G) and A a linear character such that 
A’= 1,. Then h(AX) = h(X) if x( 1) is odd and h(lX) = h(X) hdetX,i. if x( 1) is 
even. 
Proof This is immediate from Lemma 5.1 as both h’($) and h + ($) 
map to h($) in M(G), h>.,, maps to hi.+ and h,,, = 1. 1 
From Theorem 2.7 and the remarks following that theorem, if x is any 
character of G then x + X belongs to OChar (G), and if 1 E OChar (G) then 
x0 also belongs to OChar (G) for any field automorphism cr. 
THEOREM 5.3. (a) If x is any character of G then h(X + 2) = 1. 
(b) Zf 1 E OChar (G) and (T is any field automorphism, then 
h(X + f) = 1. 
Proof We prove (a) and (b) together by induction on I G I + x( 1). In 
the case of (a), define 0 to be complex conjugation. 
Note that if x is not faithful, then, regarding x+x0 as a character of 
G/ker 1 we have h(X + x”) = 1 in M(G/ker x) by induction. Thus, h(X + f) 
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is trivial when regarded as an element of M(G). Hence, we may assume x is 
faithful. 
Let SE Syl,(G). As (x + I”)~ = xs + (x~)~, the theorem also follows by 
induction (using Theorem 2.3 (b)) if S < G. Thus we may assume G = S is a 
2-group. 
Suppose we are in case (a) and x reduces as a + fl or that we are in case 
(b) and x = c( + /I where CI and j3 are in OChar (G). Then 
h(X + f) = h(cr + cc+ B + p”) = h(a + Lx”) h(/l+ /?“) = 1, 
where we have used Theorem 2.1, and the fact that det(a + au) = 
det(P + /I”) = 1 G, and induction. 
If we are in case (b) and x is not irreducible, but is the character of an 
indecomposable orthogonal K[G]-module, then x = $ + 4, where $ is 
either a real character of type II or else is complex valued. Then x + xU = 
(I,$ + 4) + (Ic/” + p) and the result follows using Theorem 2.1 again and 
induction. 
Assume now x is irreducible. If x( 1) = 1 then G is cyclic as x is faithful. 
The theorem is trivial in this case as M(G) = 1. 
Suppose then I( 1) > 1 so that there exists a subgroup H of index 2 in G 
and $ an irreducible character of H such that $” = x. Choose H and II/ if 
possible so that if we are in case (b) then II/ E OChar (H). By Theorem 4.7 
we know this choice of II/ is always possible if x( 1) 3 4. 
For case (a) or case (b) when $ is in OChar (H) we have x+x” = 
v + (‘I”)“= (‘I + ‘mG, and the result now follows by induction and 
Corollary 4.4 (as det($ + $“) = 1 H). 
The only case left uncovered is case (b) when x( 1) = 2. Since 1 is a 
faithful character and of type I, G must be a nonabelian dihedral group. 
Then x0 is also a faithful character of G and h(~ + x”) = 1 follows from 
Corollary 6.14 of [6]. 1 
COROLLARY 5.4. If x E OChar (G) then for any ,field automorphism c, 
h(x”) = h(x). 
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.3 (b) and 
Theorem 2.1, using the fact that det x” = det x. 1 
Note that Theorem 5.3 and the relations given in Theorem 2.1 imply that 
for every x E OChar (G), there is a subcharacter 2 of x such that 2 is a sum 
of irreducible real characters of type I and h(X) = h(j). Moreover, 2 may be 
further relined so that at most one representative from each Galois orbit of 
irreducibles appears in 2, and then with multiplicity no greater than 1. As 
h(l.)=h,,, = hi,, holds for any sign character A, this provides 2k ~ ’ as an 
upper bound for 1 im h 1 where k is the number of Galois orbits of 
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irreducible characters of type I. Other relations (such as given by 
Corollary 5.2 or Theorem 5.5) can be used to improve on this bound, but 
this will not be pursued here. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let x he any real valued character of G. Then 
x2 E OChar (G) and h(X’) = 1. 
Proof: The first part of the statement follows from Theorem 2.7, so it 
remains to calculate h(X’) = 1. 
As usual, we may assume x is faithful and that G is a 2-group. Suppose x 
reduces as x=cc +p, where CI and fl are real. Then ~~=~‘+fi~ +2r@= 
SI’ + /?’ + c$ + 3, and since 
we have h(X2) = h(a2) h(fi’) h(@ + $). The result now follows using induc- 
tion and Theorem 5.3(a). 
Suppose now x reduces, but not as a sum of real characters. Then x = 
$ + $ for some (complex) irreducible character $. Hence x2 = 
$‘+p+ 21+@, and h(x2) = h($’ +p) h($$ + $$) = 1, by Theorem 5.3 (a) 
again. 
Suppose then that x is irreducible. If I( 1) = 1 then either x = 1 G or x is a 
sign character. Then x2 = 1 G and the theorem is trivial in this case. 
If x( 1) = 2 then, as x is faithful and real, G must either be a dihedral or 
generalized quaternion group. Hence x2 = $ + 3. + 1 where $ is a faithful 
character of G/Z(G) (irreducible if / G : Z(G) 1 > 4) and det II/ = 3.. Thus 
h(x2) = h($ + j” + 1) = h($). The hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are now 
satisfied for the character $ with N = Z(G). As [Z(G), G] = 
1 <G’nZ(G)=Z(G) we conclude h($)= 1. 
Assume then x( 1) 3 4. Theorem 4.5 now implies that x is induced from a 
real-valued character of a proper subgroup of G. Inducing this character to 
a subgroup H of index 2, we have that there exists Ic/ E Irr(H) with $” = x 
and $ real valued. 
Let $ = $i and $2 be the Clifford conjugates of $. Then 
x2 = $“x = (th)G = (4G + $1 $21G = (II/?)” + ($1 ICI2F. 
As det x2 = 1, we have det($:)‘= det(lC/, $2)L-‘ and hence 
4x2) = h(($2)G). h(($, $2JG). 
Now h($2) = 1 by induction, and as det $‘= lH we have h((ti2)“) = 1 by 
Corollary 4.4. It remains to show that h(($, $2)G) = 1. 
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The character 9 i $z is invariant in G and extends to the tensor induced 
character II/ @ ‘. Then 
where 1, is the sign character of G with kernel H. (Both sides vanish off H, 
while restricting either side to H yields 2$, $z). Notice that by 
Theorem 2.9, q @ ‘, and hence i$ @(;, belong to OChar (G). 
As det 11/, and det $* have order at most 2, and $,( 1) = $*( 1) is even, 
det$,$,=l,. Since $@“IN=$,$2 we have det$OG=lG or /I, and 
similarly det LII/ OG = 1 G or i.. As h ,.; = h;,, = h,,, = 1 we have 
Since * @’ has even deg ree, Corollary 5.2 yields h( 1”$ @ “) = h( $ @ “), 
where we have used h,,, = h,,, = 1 again. This completes the proof as 
h($ OG) has order at most two. 1 
Theorem 5.5 is useful in producing other relations in specific groups. For 
example, if x is an irreducible character of degree 2 of a dihedral or 
generalized quaternion group, then x2 = 1 + i. + II/ where 1 is a sign charac- 
ter whose kernel is cyclic, and $ is nonfaithful of degree 2. As det $ = I., 
h($) = 1 follows. Moreover, every nonfaithful irreducible character $ of 
degree 2 arises in this fashion. Of course this conclusion also follows from 
Theorem 3.1. 
If x is any character, define $+ and x? by x: (g) = 1/2(~(g)~ + I) 
and x2 (8) = 1/2Mg)2 - x(g*)). 
These are, of course, the components of x2 relative to the characters of 
Sz (as discussed immediately before Theorem 2.8). Clearly x*=x: +x2 
The characters xZ,, x2-~ need not belong to OChar (G), even when x is real 
valued. However, by Theorem 2.8 we have x:, xl E OChar (G) if x is the 
character of a module which supports a nondegenerate symmetric or skew 
symmetric G-invariant form. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let x he the character of a module which supports u 
nondegenerate symmetric or skew symmetric,form. Then h(X: ) = h(X* ). 
ProojI By the remarks preceeding this corollary we have both x: and 
~2 E OChar (G). Also x2 = x$ + x2- and det x2 = 1, so det x: = det ~5. 
Hence, by Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 5.5, 
1 = h(x2) = h(x?+ ) h(xZ ), 
and the corollary follows. 1 
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Theorem 5.5 and Corollary 5.6 may be generalized to higher powers. For 
example, let the irreducible characters of S, be denoted by 1, sgn, 0, $ and 
$’ where (r has degree 2 and both I/I and $’ have degree 3 with det $’ = sgn. 
If the irreducible characters of S, are denoted simply by signs (as was 
implicitly used just before the statement of Corollary 5.6) then we have: 
cx3: =x; +x: 
cx: 1’ = x; 
(2 ,: = &,+x4 
(x2- 1’ = x& 
If we also know that x is the character afforded by an orthogonal or 
skew symmetric representation, then (x:): ~OChar (G), and using 
Corollary 5.6 we have the relations: 
These relations, together with det((X2, )‘) = l,, imply h(x4) = 1, in 
agreement with Theorem 5.5 with x2 in place of 1. 
A useful observation in working with formulas of the above type is that 
for any integer n > 1 and any irreducible character CJ of S,?, det x; lies in the 
cyclic group generated by det x. Thus, when using these characters (for a 
fixed x), all error terms h,,, are trivial. In particular, the relations above 
may be rewritten as 
and 
h(%$f) = w&n) h4). 
Relations involving higher powers become complicated very quickly. 
6. THE CHARACTERISTIC p CASE 
Much of what has already been done in characteristic 0 can be carried 
over to characteristic p > 2. In particular, we will extend the definition of h 
to include Brauer characters of G afforded by orthogonal representations 
(OBr(G)). In one sense, there seems little to be gained in characteristic p 
(as Theorem 6.14 suggests). However, translating some information gained 
in characteristic p back to characteristic 0 allows a strengthening of 
Theorems 2.4 and 2.5. (See Theorems 6.15 and 6.17.) 
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Part of the problem in dealing with characteristic p is that a non- 
degenerate symmetric bilinear form may become degenerate when reduced 
modp. Moreover, examples how that factoring out the radical of this new 
form may lead to an orthogonal representation with determines a different 
element of the multiplier than the previous module. 
We use the books by Dornhoff [3] and Isaacs [9, Chap. 151 as general 
references for modular representation theory. 
Throughout this section we assume that R is a local domain with 
maximal ideal .Y such that the residue field F = R/Y is algebraically closed 
of characteristic p > 2 and that the field of fractions of R, say K, is 
algebraically closed of characteristic 0. 
Let (V, b) be an orthogonal F[G]-module. V determines an element of 
H’(G,, { rf: 1 >), and hence of H*(G, { f 1 }), corresponding to the double 
cover of G V obtained by forming the inverse image of G V in pin ~ ( V). Let 
h’(V) E H*(G, { k 1 }) temporarily designate this element. Define similarly 
h+(V)~ff~(G, { + 11, using pin +(V) in place of pin ~ ( V), and h(V) E 
H*(G, F” ) using r(V). Clearly, these elements have order at most 2. The 
first theorem of this section shows that h’(V) and h+(V) depend only on 
the Brauer character of V, and not on V itself. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let ( V, b) he an orthogonal F[G]-module. Then h’( V), 
h + ( V) and h( V) depend only on the composition factors of V (i.e., the Brauer 
character of V) and not on the isomorphism type of V. Moreover, there exists 
un orthogonul F[G]-module (V’, h’) such that V and v’ gfford the same 
Brauer character, and v’ is completely reducible. 
Proof: Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. As 1 G : SI is odd and h’(V), 
h + ( V) and h( V) have order at most 2, h*( V) = cor(h*( V,)) by Gaschutz’ 
theorem, where h* denotes h’, h + or h. If (v’, h’) is another orthogonal 
F[G]-module affording the same Brauer character as V, it suffices to prove 
h*( Vs) = h*( V$). However, V, and Vk are completely reducible, so 
Corollary 3.6 of [6] applies (even though it is stated only for characteristic 
zero there). The result is that (V,, h) and (V’s, h’) are F[S]-isometric and 
the first part of the theorem follows. 
It remains to prove that (v’, b’) can always be found so that v’ is com- 
pletely reducible. The result is clear if V = { 0). 
Let W < V be irreducible. Then either Wn WL = { 0} or W& WI. In the 
first case, V = WI W1 and we are done by induction. In the second case we 
have V/W’ ‘v I&. Let M = W’f W so that M is an orthogonal FCC]- 
module (in a natural way). Defining V, = ( W@ I@, h@ )l.M, so that V and 
V, afford the same Brauer character, we are done by induction in this case 
as well. 1 
Because of the preceding theorem, the expressions h’(V), h + (V), and 
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h( I’) depend only on the Brauer character afforded by I’, rather than the 
isomorphism type of T/. If q is the Brauer character of F’, let h’(q) and 
h + (cp) be the images of h’(V) and h + (I’), respectively, using the natural 
isomorphism H’(G, { f 11,) + H’(G, { + 1 }K). 
SinceH’(G, F”)-H2(G, (Q/Z),9)andM(G)=H2(G, K”)=H’(G, Q/Z), 
there is an embedding of H’(G, F” ) into H*(G, K” ) given essentially by 
lifting $-roots of 1 from F” to K x. This is not canonical (i.e., it depends 
on R) and so the embedding need not be natural. However, every element 
of order 6 2 in H2(G, F” ) is represented by a factor set of order d 2 (i.e., 
with range in { &- 1 } F) so that these elements do have canonical images in 
M(G). Define, then, h(q) to be the image of h( I’) under “the” embedding 
H2(G, F” ) + H2(G, K x ) = M(G) described here. Thus, h(q) is well defined 
(by Theorem 6.1) and is canonically determined in M(G), independent of 
any choices made in lifting @-roots of 1. 
If x E Char(G), let x’ E Br(G) denote the restriction of x to the p-regular 
elements of G. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let (X, b) be an orthogonal K[G]-module and let x be the 
character afforded by X. Assume X,, < X is an R-free R[G]-submodule with 
rank, X0 = dim,X and that the restriction of b to X0 x X,, has values in R. 
Assume further that the form & induced by b on X0 = X,/9X, is nonsingular. 
Then 1’~ OBr(G) and h*(X’) = h*(X), where h* denotes h’, h+ or h. 
Proof By Corollary (V.6) of [ll], 0,(X,) maps onto 0,(X0). By 
hypothesis, G acts on X0 and G x0 c 0,(X,). Lifts t, may be chosen in 
pin-(X,) (or pin’(X,)) so that z(x, y)= t,L t.,t, represents h*(X). Now 
?g E pin(X,) or pin (X0) is a lift for g, and ?;,I <Z<P E { k 1 }F is the same 
sign as z(x, y) E { f 1) K, and the result follows: m 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let 1 E OChar(G) and assume x’ is irreducible. Then 
x’ E OBr(G) and h*(X) = h*(X’), where h* denotes h’, h+ or h. 
Proof Choose X0 d X to be an R-free R[G]-submodule with 
rank,X, = dim,X. By hypothesis, there exists a nonsingular G-invariant 
symmetric form b on X. Adjust b by a nonzero scalar if necessary so that its 
restriction to X0 xX, has values in R, but not all values in 9. As x0 is 
irreducible, the form b defined on X0 =X,/9X, with values in RI.9 = F is 
nonsingular. The hypotheses of the preceding theorem are now satisfied, 
yielding the result. 1 
LEMMA 6.4. Let x E Char(G) and cp E Br(G) and assume both x and cp are 
irreducible and real valued. If the decomposition number dxV is 1 then x and cp 
have the same type. In particular, x E OChar(G) if and only if cp E OBr(G). 
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Proof Let X be a K[G]-module affording x and let X0 < X be an R- 
free R[G]-submodule with rank,X, = dim,X. Since cp is a constituent of 
x’ the F[G]-module X0 =X,/9X, has a composition factor which affords 
cp. By a simple argument in [ 131, X0 may be chosen so that F0 has a uni- 
que maximal submodule W, and FO/ W affords cp. 
As x is real valued, there exists a G-invariant symmetric or skew sym- 
metric form b on X. As usual, adjust b by a scalar so that the restriction of 
b to X0 x X0 has values in R, but not all values in 9’. Let 6 denote the 
induced form on z0 and let U be the radical of 6. As 6 # 0 we have U < x, 
and hence U g W. 
If (W/U)’ is proper in X,/U then (W/U)’ E F. But this implies that 
cp is a Brauer constituent of (x”/U)/( W/U)’ 2: (W/U) and hence (p = cp is a 
Brauer constituent of W/U. As X,/W already affords cp, this implies the 
contradiction d,, b 2. This argument shows (W/U)’ must be equal to 
X,/U, and hence W/U = 0, or W = U. As b is symmetric if and only if 6 is 
symmetric, we have that x and cp must be the same type, and the lemma 
follows. 1 
COROLLARY 6.5. Let B be a real p-block of defect 1. Assume that if there 
are exceptional characters in B, then either these constitute an endpoint of 
the Brauer tree of B, or else that some exceptional character is real valued. 
Then all of the real-valued ordinary and Brauer characters in B have the 
same type. In particular, if any one of these belongs to OChar(G) u OBr(G), 
then they all do. 
Prooj The hypotheses concerning exceptional characters guarantees 
that any two real-valued characters are connected by a path of real charac- 
ters in the Brauer tree of B. As all decomposition numbers in B are 0 or 1, 
the corollary follows from Lemma 6.4. 1 
If q E OBr(G) and if p is an F-representation of G affording cp then 
det p(g)E { i l>F f or every gEG. Define (detcp)(g)E{ fl}, to be the 
corresponding sign character. Notice that det cp is viewed as an ordinary 
character of G (i.e., det cp is defined on all of G, not just the p-regular 
elements of G). The advantage of this convention is that the expressions 
h&et q,det i and hdet ‘p det tj, for cp, II/ E OBr(G) need not be redefined. 
The next result is entirely analogous to Theorem 2.1, and its proof is 
omitted. 
THEOREM 6.6. Let cp and $ be elements of OBr(G). Then h*(q + $) = 
h*(q) h*($) hL,tw,de,IL, where h* is h’ or h+ and h(cp + $) = 
h(v) h($) bet c,xdet ti. 
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THEOREM 6.7. (a) rfqEBr(G) then cp+cp~OBr(G) andh(cp+@)=l. 
(b) If rp E OBr(G) and o is a field automorphism such that q” E 
OBr(G) then h(q + cp”) = 1. 
COROLLARY 6.8. Let $ denote an ordinary or Brauer character afforded 
by an orthogonal module and write $ = $, + rl/* + $3 where each irreducible 
constituent of tji is of type i. Then h($) = h($,). 
Proof Each irreducible constituent of tiz occurs with even multiplicity, 
so tjZ + ti3 has the form 0 + Qfor some character 0. As det(t) + 8) = l(;, the 
result follows from Theorem 2.1 and 5.3 (a) for ordinary characters, or 
Theorem 6.6 and 6.7 (a) for Brauer characters. Of course, by convention 
h(cp,)=l when cp, =O. 1 
To adequately study the function h, it is convenient to extend the 
domain to include all real-valued characters. 
DEFINITION. If rc/ is a real-valued ordinary, or Brauer, character of G 
define h($) = h(lC/,) where $, is the sum of all the irreducible constituents 
of $ of type 1, with due regard for multiplicities. 
By Corollary 6.8, h is indeed an extension of h. Clearly, the range of 
these two functions is the same. A proof of Theorem 2.3 is now required for 
h in place of h. Toward this end, a slight digression on skew symmetric 
modules is needed. 
For any F[G]-module M, define a skew symmetric form b” on MOfi 
by the equation 
b”(h f), (m’, f’)) = (m’lf- (m)f’. 
Note that 6” is G-invariant. This construction can also be done in charac- 
teristic zero, but this will not be needed. 
In general we refer to ( V, b) as being a skew symmetric F[G]-module if 
b is a G-invariant nonsingular skew symmetric form on the F[G]-module 
V. The next result (which is also valid in characteristic 0) parallels exactly 
Theorem 3.2 of [6] and so its proof is omitted. 
LEMMA 6.9. Let (V, 6) be a completely reducible skew symmetric F[G]- 
module which is indecomposable as a skew symmetric module. Then (V, b) is 
F[G]-isometric with one of the following: 
(1) (M @ &i, b” ), where MN A? is irreducible of type I. 
(2) (M, b,), where M is irreducible of type II and 8 is an F[G]- 
isomorphism V + V such that b, is skew symmetric. 
(3) (M @ A?, b” ), where M & A? is irreducible of type III. 
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As with orthogonal F[G]-modules, if ( V, b) is a skew symmetric F[G]- 
module then it is easy to construct a completely reducible skew symmetric 
F[G] module ( v’, b’) such that V and v’ afford the same Brauer character. 
Hence, we have 
COROLLARY 6.10. Let cp E Br(G). Then cp is the character of a skew sym- 
metric F[G]-module if and only if q is real valued and each irreducible con- 
stituent of q of type I occurs with even multiplicity. 
We are now ready to prove the extension of Theorem 2.3 for h. 
THEOREM 6.11. Let $ be a real valued ordinary or Brauer character of G, 
and let S be a subgroup of G. Then res(h($)) = h($,), where res denotes the 
restriction homomorphism M(G) -+ M(S). 
Proof: Write II/ = 11/, + $z + ti3 where each irreducible constituent of $, 
has type i. Now 11/1 1 s is afforded by an orthogonal representation of S, so 
each irreducible character of type II occurs in $, 1 s with even multiplicity. 
Hence we may write $, I s = c(, + 2cr, + ~1~) where each irreducible con- 
stituent of c(~ has type i. As $, 1 s is real, we have a3 = a3. Similarly, $* 1 s is 
afforded by a skew symmetric module, so by Corollary 6.10 we have 
using the same convention for subscripts. Finally, as ti3 is afforded by a 
module of the form (MO I@, 6’ ) we may write 
again with the same convention on subscripts. We also have that every 
irreducible constituent of y2 has even multiplicity, but this fact is not 
needed. Then 
where we have used the definition of h twice, as well as Corollary 6.8. Con- 
tinuing with h(cc,) we have 
h(a,)=h(M, +V, +&,)=h(lC/,), 
where we have used the relations in Theorem 2.1 for ordinary characters, 
and Theorem 6.6 for Brauer characters, as well as the definition of h 
again. 1 
COROLLARY 6.12. Let x be a real-valued ordinary character of G. Then 
h(x)= h(x). 
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Proof Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and res the restriction map 
M(G) -M(S). As usual, it suffices to prove that res(h(X))=res(h(x’)). By 
the last theorem, this is equivalent to h(Xs) = h((X’)s). As (x’)~ = (xs)’ we 
may assume G = S, i.e., G is a 2-group. Write x = x1 + xZ + x3, where each 
irreducible constituent of xI has type i, and similarly for x’. As ~71 G 1, all 
irreducible characters of G remain irreducible as Brauer characters, and 
types are preserved (by Lemma 6.4, e.g.). Thus, (x1)’ is exactly the sum of 
the irreducible constituents of x’ that have type I, i.e., (x,)’ = (x’), and so 
h(X) = h(~i) while h(X’) = h((x’),) = h((~,)‘). It suffices now to prove 
h(~i) =h((~,)‘). Using Theorems 2.1 and 6.6 it suffices to assume x, is 
irreducible. The result now follows by an application of Corollary 6.3. 1 
An immediate application of this last result is the following improvement 
of Theorem 6.2. 
THEOREM 6.13. Let x E OChar(G) and assume X’E OBr(G). Then h(X) = 
h(f). 
ProoJ Using Corollary 6.12 and the fact that h extends h, we have 
h(X) = h(X) = h(X’) = h(X’), as desired. 1 
THEOREM 6.14. h(OChar(G)) = h(OBr(G)). 
Proof: If x E OChar(G) then h(X) = h(X) = h(X’) E h(OBr(G)) proving 
one inclusion. Suppose now cp E OBr(G). Define @(.uy) = p(x) for x p- 
regular, y a p-element, and xy = yx. Then 4 is a generalized character of G 
(as follows, for example, from the proof of Theorem 15.14 of [9]). Write 
@ = Ca,X where the sum extends over the irreducible characters of G and 
a, E Z. As cp is real valued, so is (?, and hence a, = a,. Set a = C,,, oa,~ and 
b = x,, cc ,, 1 a, 1 x so that ci, = c1- b. Clearly, a and p are real-valued charac- 
ters of G. Now h(q) = h(cp + 28’) = h((cc + p)‘) = h((a + fi)‘) = h(cr + j3) E 
h(OChar(G)), proving the other inclusion. 1 
The next result is an extension of Theorem 2.4. The proof of the first part 
is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.4, and is omitted. Clearly, the second 
part follows from the first part. 
THEOREM 6.15. (a) Let cp~oBr(G) he faithful and let XE G he an 
inoolution. ZfxeG’ and 1/2((p(l)--q(x))-2 mod4 then h(cp)# 1. 
(b) Let 1 E Char(G) he faithful and assume x’ E OBr(G). If x is an 
involution in G’ and 1/2(x( 1) -x(x)) = 2 mod 4 then h(X’) # 1. 
Note that in the situation of (b) we do not even assume x is real valued. 
The smallest simple group providing an example of this is G = PSL(2, 7) 
with p = 7. This group contains a complex conjugate pair of characters of 
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degree 3. If x denotes one of these, then x’ is real valued, and necessarily 
irreducible. Since the degree is odd, x’ must be of type I (alternately, apply 
Corollary 6.10 to the restriction of x’ to the identity subgroup!). Thus 
x’ E OBr(G) and Theorem 6.15 (b) implies &) # 1. 
If B denotes the 7-block containing x then Corollary 6.5 applies to B. All 
irreducible ordinary and Brauer characters are real valued and are afforded 
by orthogonal representations and the function h is easily worked out for 
each of these characters. Note that if $ denotes the irreducible character of 
degree 8 in B then h($) = 1. However, $’ is a sum of two irreducible Brauer 
characters (one of these is x’) and h is nontrivial on each of these two. 
A more interesting example is that of G = I@,,, the double cover of M,,. 
Here a simple Frobenius-Schur involution count [9, Corollary 4.61 shows 
that all real-valued irreducible characters are of type I. As reported in [6], 
G has a complex character x of degree 10 which when multiplied by the 
nonfaithful character of degree 21 (coming from the usual permutation 
representation of M,,) yields a real-valued character of degree 210 for 
which Theorem 2.4 is applicable. However, examination of x itself shows 
that it is real valued on all 7-regular elements, and belongs to a real 7- 
block of defect 1. As x is an exceptional character which is an endpoint of 
the Brauer tree for this block, Corollary 6.5 applies and we must have 
x’ E OBr(G). Thus, Theorem 6.15 (b) applies (where x is the central 
involution of G) and this leads to a 4-fold cover of Mzz using the complex 
character x of degree 10. 
The second part of the next theorem is a generalization of Theorem 2.5. 
THEOREM 6.16. Let A = (x ) x ( y ) s G where x and y have even order, 
and let A,, AZ, 2, denote the three distinct linear characters of A satisjjing 
j2= 1 “I A’ 
(a) If cp is a real-valued Brauer character qf G such that at least two qf 
the multiplicities of ii in qA are odd, then h(q) # 1. 
(b) Assume ptl A I. If x is an ordinary character of G such that x is 
real valued on the p-regular elements of G and such that at least 2 of the 
inner products (xA, %,), are odd, then h(OChar(G)) # 1. 
ProoJ Let cp satisfy the hypothesis of (a), and let A, be the Sylow 2- 
subgroup of A. Now i; is the unique extension of I+; /A0 to A that is real 
valued. As cp itself is real valued, this implies that the multiplicities of the 
E.; /A0 in qao are congruent mod 2 to the multiplicities of the 2; in qa. Thus, 
the hypotheses are satisfied with A, in place of A. Assume then A = A,, so 
that ptl A 1. 
As usual, write cp = ‘p, + q2 + (p3 where the irreducible constituents of (pi 
have type i. As ‘pz 1 A is the character of a skew symmetric F[A]-module, 
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the multiplicity of li in ‘pZ 1 A is even for i= 1, 2, 3. Without loss then, 
replace cp by +=cp+(p2 =‘pl +2q, +cp3, so that $EOB~(G). 
Let V be an orthogonal F[G]-module affording 4. As ~tl A 1, V, is com- 
pletely reducible and Lemma 4.4 of [6] may be used. The result is that lifts 
for xy and y, in r(V) anticommute, showing h(q) # 1. Hence, h(cp) = 
h(G) # 1. 
Assume now the hypothesis of (b) are satisfied. Then x’ is real valued, 
and as p?lA 1, (xA, 2,) is the multiplicity of II; in ~2. By (a) then, h(x’) # 1, 
and hence by Theorem 6.14, h(OChar(G)) = h(OBr(G)) # 1. 1 
The extra hypothesis in (b) that Ptl A 1 cannot be dropped. However, 
when x is real valued then an easy argument shows that this extra 
hypothesis can be dropped. Thus Theorem 6.16(b) is a proper 
generalization of Theorem 2.5. 
7. MINIMAL PAIRS 
If x E OChar(G) then the pair (G, x) will be referred to as a minimal pair 
when h(X) # 1 but h(XH) = 1 for every proper subgroup H of G. Clearly, by 
Theorem 2.3(b), if (G, x) is a minimal pair, then G must be a 2-group. 
Moreover, for any group G and character x in OChar(G), if h(X) # 1 then 
there exists a subgroup S of G such that (S, xs) is a minimal pair. The 
characterization of minimal pairs then would greatly aid the evaluation of 
the function h, and could even lead to more identities involving h than 
already appear in Section 5. 
It is not hard to see that Theorem 2.5 gives an example of a minimal pair 
(A, x) when A is an abelian 2-group and x satisfies the hypotheses of that 
theorem with G = A. Unfortunately, minimal pairs (G, x) exist in which the 
structure of G can be quite complicated. However, part (iv) of the next 
result shows that the character x can always be replaced by a relatively 
simple orthogonal character of G. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let XE OChar(G), HsG with 1 G : HI =2 and assume 
h(XH) = 1. Let V he an orthogonal K[G]-module affording x and choose a 
homomorphism $1 H + I-( V) such that $(h) is a lif for h y for each h E H. 
Fix g E G - H and let t E r( V) lift g,. Then there exists a linear charcter A of 
H such that 
tP’$(h)t=A(h) $(g-‘hg) 
for all h E H. Moreover: 
(i) Ig=Zundg2~ker,% 
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(ii) If $ is replaced by I,!I , = pulp/ where p is a linear character of H 
then 1, is replaced by L1 = &ig. 
(iii) h(X) = 1 if and only if there exists a linear character p of H such 
that I = pjig. 
(iv) IG E OChar(G) and h(X) = h(A’). 
Proof: As t-‘$(h)t and (g-‘hg) are each lifts for (g-‘hg),, we have 
t-‘$(h)t=i(h) $(g-‘hg) (*) 
for some scalar A(h) E K”. Now the functions h-t ‘$(h) t and 
hH$(g-‘hg) (for h E H) are homomorphisms, so i is a linear character of 
H. 
(i) As t2 is a lift for g$, t2 is a scalar multiple of Ic/(g’). Therefore, 
conjugation by t2 on r(V) is the same as conjugation by $( g’), and we 
have 
for all he H. This proves I(h)A(g- ‘hg) = 1 for all h E H, and so 
2” = A”-’ = z. 
Let h = g2 in (*) to get t ~ ‘$(g’) t = j,(g’)$( g2). But, as t’ is a scalar 
multiple of $( g’), t commutes with $(g’) and this shows J(g’) = 1. 
Notice that because H’ c ker& 2 does not depend on the choice of g in 
G-H, although this will not be used. 
(ii) If the homomophism $ is replaced by $, = ,u$ where p is a 
linear character of H. then 
t-‘$,(h)t=p(h)t-‘$(h)t=A(h)p(h)$(g--’hg) 
= ~(h)~L(h)ll(g~‘hg)~,(g~‘hg), 
which shows that 3. must be replaced by ip,ii’. 
(iii) Suppose first there exists a linear character p of H such that 2 = 
pp”. If II/ is replaced by $, = jLIc/ then, by (ii), 1, is replaced by &pg = 1 H. 
Thus, t normalizes the image of $, and we have 
f-‘$,(h)f=ti,W’hg) for all h E H. 
Now t may be adjusted by a scalar so that t2 = Ic/,(g’). Once this is done, it 
is readily verified that the function ht-+ Ii/,(h), gh++ t$,(h) is a 
homomorphism from G, and this establishes h(X) = 1. 
Conversely assume h(X) = 1. Then, there exists a homomorphism 11/, : 
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G + r( V) which lifts the action of G on V. As $ I (g) must be a scalar mul- 
tiple of t we have t~‘rC/,(h)t=$l(g~lhg) for all heH. Also, $ilH is a 
homomorphism which lifts the action of H so there exists a linear character 
v of H such that II/i 1 H = v. $. Part (ii) now shows that iv?” = 1 and so 
I = ppg where p = V. 
(iv) Define lifts t, E r( V) for each x E G as follows. If h E H set t, = 
$(h) while for gh E G-H set t,, = t$(h). Then h(x) = [zr] where z, is the 
factor set given by z,(x, y) = t.;i t,t,.. 
Notice that for ye H, t,t, =-t,,, soz,(x,y)=l. Ify$Htheny=ghfor 




= (tknh)-‘(tg)y’+; tktgth 
= $(k”h)-‘tr’$(k)t$(h) 
=$(h)F’ti(g- ‘k-‘g) W) $(g-‘kg) $(A) 
= A(k). 
We have just calculated z, in terms of A: 
z,(x, Y) = 
1 if ye:H 
)“(k) ify$Handx=g’k (i=Oor 1). 
By (i) and (ii), ker1= keriGgG and G/ker,J is a dihedral group (or a 
degenerate form of a dihedral group). Thus %G E OChar(G) and we 
calculate h(n’). 
Let h E H be a generator for H mod kerE+, and let W be an orthogonal 
K[G]-module affording AC. Then there exists an orthogonal basis {u, , u2} 
for W and an angle 8 so that h w lifts to u = cos 8/2 + (sin Q/2) ul v2 and g, 
lifts to ui . Here, if n is the order of h mod ker& then 0 = (2n/n) I where I is 
an odd integer chosen so that W affords I1’. 
We have u,‘uu, = U-’ and un = -1. Choose a scalar E so that s2 = A(h) 
and E”= - 1. Thus (EU)“=E’V= -1. -1 = 1 so that EU and u, have the 
same orders as h w and g w, respectively. 
Every element of G is congruent mod ker2 to exactly one of the elements 
g’h.’ for i = 0 or 1 and 0 < j < n. If x E G is in the some coset as gihi then 
define t: = Use and note that this is a lift for xr+, in r(W). Set z,(x, y) = 
(t-L,))’ tit;, so that z2 is a factor set representing h(lG). 
ForyEHwehavet:,,= tit; by definition of the lifts, and so z,(x, y) = 1. 
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Assume now y = g/z” mod ker1” and x = g’h’ mod ker1,. Note xy = 
g’+ ‘h P’+m. Therefore 
z,(x, y)= (t&-l t:t;. = (U;+‘(&z4-‘+m)--’ u;(&u)‘u,(&z4)m 
= (&,)‘~mUl-i-‘+,(&U)‘u,(&U)m 
= (&U)’ m E’U ‘&mUm 
= E2’ = L(h)’ = %(h’). 
We now have 
if .VEH 
ify$Handx=g’k,i=Oorl. 
In particular, z, = z2 so that h(x) = /z()~“) as desired. i 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let (S, 1) be a minimal pair. Then there exists an 
orthogonal character x’ qf S such that x’( 1) = 2, S/ker 1’ is either dihedral or 
C, x C2 and h(x’) = h(X). Moreover (S, x’) is a minimal pair. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.3(b), S is a 2-group. Let H be a maximal sub- 
group of S. Then the hypotheses of Theorem 7.1 are satisfied and we may 
set x’= ;I” by part (iv) of that theorem. As h(~>) = h(Xr) = 1 for every 
proper subgroup T of S, (S, x’) must be a minimal pair. As h(~‘) # 1, 
ker XI < H and hence S/ker x is either dihedral or C2 x C,. g 
Using Theorem 7.1, it is easy to construct an explicit double cover of G 
which represents h(X) whenever the hypotheses of that theorem are 
satisfied. Indeed, replace x by x’= 1”” given by part (iv) of that theorem. 
Then G/ker x’ is either C, x C, or a dihedral group (when h(~‘) # 1). Set 
N = ker x’. The inverse image, say L, of G/N in pin + ( P’) for an orthogonal 
K[G/N]-module V affording x’ is dihedral of order 2 1 G : N /. (If pin ~ ( I’) is 
used instead, the inverse image is generalized quaternion). Now 
G/N= L/P(L) and using this isomorphism, the subdirect product 6 = 
G A L may be formed. This is simply a pull back construction. Of course, G 
is not uniquely determined up to isomorphism, as h + (x’) and h’(~‘) do not 
in general represent the same element of H2(G, { f 1 }). However, these 
elements both map to h(X), so the central product G Y K” (identifying 
Z(L) c_ 2; with { + 1 } c K x ) is uniquely determined. 
One obvious advantage of working with x’ in place of x is that 
Theorem 3.1 can be useful. 
If (S, x) is a minimal pair in which x( 1) = 2 then S/ker x is dihedral or 
C, x C,. Moreover, if x is faithful, then (using Theorem 2.5) h(xT) # 1 for 
every noncyclic subgroup T of S. By the definition of minimal pair 
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however, this means S must be C, x C,. If x is not faithful, then the order 
of S/ker x is not bounded, however, as the following example illustrates. 
Let n b 2 be an integer and let SO = (x, h) be a dihedral group of order 
2 n+2 in which x2=h2”“=1 and xp’hx=hm’. Let K=C4xC2= 
(a) x (6) and define an action of S, (with kernel &S,)) on K as follows: 
a’=ap’b, ah=& 1, 
b-’ = b, bh = b. 
A consequence of these relations is 
arh = ab, 
Now a2 is centralized by S, and (hZn, a2) lies in the center of the semidirect 
product S, K K, constructed relative to this action. Set S= 
(So K W((h2”, a)>. 
As SO and K both inject into S, let S, and K denote their images in S. 
Thus, S=SoK with S, n K= (a’) = (h’“) and KsS. Let x be any 
irreducible character of S with kernel K. As S/K is dihedral of order 
2”“i>8, x(1)=2. 
The simplest way to establish that h(X) # 1 is to use Theorem 3.1. By 
direct computation, S’ n K = [K, S] = (a’, b ), proving h(X) # 1. 
We now compute that h(XM) = 1 for every maximal subgroup M of S. 
If M is maximal in S and MZ K then certainly h(X,,,) = 1 when M/K is 
cyclic. Assume then that M/d(S) is generated either by x or xh. Then 
[K, M] is (a2b) or (b), respectively. Now h2eM so [x, h2] = 
x ~ ‘he2xh2 = h4 E M’ so hzn = a2 E M’ n K. Hence, [K, M] < M’ n K which 
shows h(XM) = 1 by another application of Theorem 3.1. 
Suppose now K G M. Then S= MK. Set K, = Mn K. Now K,, is a 
maximal S-submodule of K, and so K, 2 [K, S] = (a’, b) and so K, = 
(a’, b). In particular, K, G Z(S) so [K,, M] = 1. Now h2 E A4 and xk E M 
for some k E K. Hence M contains [xk, h2] = kp’xp’he2xkh2 = 
k -‘h2kh2 = h4 so that a2 = h2” E M’ n K = M’ n K,. Therefore [K,, M] = 
1 < M’ n K, proving /2(x,+,) = 1 using Theorem 3.1 again. 
This verifies that (S, x) is indeed a minimal pair and of course S/ker x is 
dihedral of order 2”+’ where IZ > 2 is arbitrary. 
It is interesting to note that when n = 1 the example above is practically 
a minimal pair. In fact, when n = I, h(X,,,) = 1 for all maximal M except 
M= (ax, h, K, ) in which case M=C,xC, and h(X,,,,)#l by an 
application of Theorem 2.5. 
The example above (for n 2 2) can be modified, to produce a minimal 
pair (S, x’) where x’ is a sum of two sign characters, S/ker XI is C, x C, and 
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ker x’ is the direct product of a dihedral group of order 2”+’ with C,. In 
particular, the nilpotence class of ker x’ cannot be bounded, even when 
S/ker XI is C, x Cl. 
To construct this example, let T be the maximal subgroup of S generated 
by x, h2 and K. Thus h(xr) = 1. In fact, if V is an orthogonal K[S]-module 
affording x then an orthogonal base {ui, v2} for I/ exists such that 
ij(h2)=cosQ+sin8u,02, 
$(a) = 4 
$(b)= -1, 
is an explicit lift for the action of T. (Here 8 = 2n/2”.) Note that t = 
cos 812 + (sin 9/2) u,uz is a lift for h,. By Theorem 7.1 there is a linear 
character 1 of T such that 
for all h E H. Substituting for y the elements x, h2, h, a, we find L(x) = 
;l(h2)=L(b)= 1 and n(a)= - 1. Hence, ker 1= (x, h2, b) has index 2 in T 
and h(~)=h(l~) by Theorem 7.l(iv). By setting x’= E.“, x’ is a sum of 2 
sign characters, and 
kerX’=kerj,=(x,h’)x(b) 
has the prescribed form. 
This last example shows that the nilpotence class of ker x’ cannot be 
bounded, where (S, x’) is a minimal pair and S/ker x’ = C, x Cz. In spite of 
this example, however, is the following result. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let (S, x) be a minimal pair with x a sum of 2 sign 
characters. Then S/K- C, x C, where K = ker x. If d(S) = K (i.e., S is a 2- 
generator group) then S is abelian. 
Proof As h(X) # 1, Theorem 3.1 implies [K, S] = S’n K. But S’ G K 
and K= d(S) so [d(S), S] = S’. If S’ # 1 let U_aS with U G S’ and 
1 S’ : UI = 2. The group S= S/U has class 2 with 1 s’ 1 = 2. In particular, 
b(S) L Z(S). Thus, 1 = C&S), S] = S which is a contradiction. Thus, S 
must be abelian, as desired. 1 
We do not know if the result above can be extended to the dihedral case. 
That is, if (S, x) is a minimal pair in which S/K is dihedral where K= ker x, 
then does q5( S) 2 K necessarily imply that S’ n K = 1 ( = [K, S] )? 
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8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In view of Theorem 2.7, it is natural to generalize Theorem 5.5 to read 
h(xX) = 1 for all characters x. Note that XX = 1 G when x is linear (in which 
case h(xX) = 1 trivially holds) while if x is irreducible of degree 2 and G is a 
2-group then G/ker ~2 is either dihedral or C, x C,. An application of 
Theorem 3.1 easily shows h(~j) = 1 for this case. Moreover, for I= $, + $z 
we have h(~X)=h(lC/,$,) h($*~,&*) (using Theorem 5.3(a)) so that with the 
aid of Theorem 2.3(b), the conjecture holds for all groups with the property 
that a Sylow 2-subgroup has all its irreducible characters of degree at most 
2. These include groups with abelian, dihedral, semidihedral, generalized 
quaternion, or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups. We conjecture that h(#) = 1 
is a relation that holds for all groups and characters, but we have no proof. 
The group GL( I’) naturally acts on the module ( V@ p, be) in such a 
way that the form b@ is GL( V)-invariant. If it can be shown that the 
inverse image of this representation of GL( I’) splits in r( V@ I$ then this 
would provide an alternate proof of Theorem 5.3(a). In fact, this would 
generalize Theorem 5.3(a) to include infinite groups. 
Some questions naturally arise in relation to some of the methods used 
in section 6. For example, if 1 E OChar(G) then does x’ E OBr(G) always 
hold? Since x’ is real valued, the difficulty arises only with irreducible con- 
stituents of type II. The conjecture here is equivalent to the statement that 
all such constituents have even multiplicity. If this is the case, then the 
introduction of the function h is unnecessary. Note that the problem here 
quickly reduces to considering only the case that x is irreducible and of 
type I. 
A generalization of Lemma 6.4 to include odd decomposition numbers 
d,, (rather than just d,, = 1) would also be desirable. Note, an affirmative 
answer here would also yield an affirmative answer to the question raised 
in the preceding paragraph. 
Theorems 6.15(b) and 6.16(b) allow complex values to occur at p- 
singular elements for certain characters x. Since arguments typically reduce 
to the 2-group case we conjecture that it is enough to assume that 
xs E OChar(S) in the case of Theorem 6.15(b) and that xs is real valued in 
the case of Theorem 6.16(b). Here, S denotes a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
If (S, x) is a minimal pair (in the sense of sect. 7) then, by Corollary 7.2 
(S, x) may be replaced by an equivalent minimal pair (S, x’) for which 
x’( 1) = 2. A better understanding of the relationship between x and x’ 
would be desirable here. For example, if x has the form $5 then can x’ be 
chosen so that it is possible to prove h(~‘) = 1 by an application of part (iii) 
of Theorem 7.1? Conceivably, other relations might be proved in this way. 
It was stated without proof in [6] that G= Sz(8) is an example of a 
group for which im(h) is not the largest elementary abelian 2 subgroup of 
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M(G). Applying some of the results of this present paper can be used to 
show this. Indeed, let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Sz(8). Then S/Z(S) and 
Z(S) = S’ are both elementary abelian of order 8, and there exists an 
automorphism of S (given by conjugation by an element of order 7 in 
N(S)) which transitively permutes the nonidentity elements of S/Z(S) and 
Z(S). 
Let E. and p be 2 distinct nonprincipal linear characters of S so that N= 
ker(l. + p) has index 4 and S/N = C, x Cz. If x and y generate S mod N, 
choose a maximal subgroup K of Z(S) so that [x, y] 4 K. The group S/K is 
isomorphic to the central product C4 Y Qx 2: C, Y D, and an application 
of Corollary 3.2 shows that hi,, = h(3, + ,u) = 1, when viewed as an element 
of M(S/K). Hence, h,, is trivial when viewed as an element of M(S) so that 
h: OChar(S) + M(S) is a homomorphism. Now S/K has a faithful complex 
character of degree 2, and since every maximal subgroup of J?(S) is con- 
jugate to K by an automorphism of S, all irreducible characters of degree 
> 1 are complex. Since h(L) = 1 for all linear characters jU, Theorem 5.3(a) 
now implies h must be trivial. Clearly, h must also be trivial on fV(S) as 
well as Sz(8). However, M(Sz(8)) N C, x C, [l]. 
Even though h is a homomorphism (in fact, it is trivial) on OChar(S), 
the functions h + and h’ are not. Indeed, with 2 and ~1 as before, let V be an 
orthogonal K[S]-module affording jb + ,u. Then, the inverse image of S, in 
pin+(V) is D, while in pin-(V) it is Q8. But S does not have D, or Q, as 
a homomorphic image, so ha,, # 1. 
The example of Sz(8) may be relined to show that there is no bound on 
/ M(G) : im(h) 1 even when M(G) is an elementary abelian 2-group. To see 
this, let n be any positive integer and let G be a direct product of n copies 
of Sz(8). Thus, M(G)= (C,)2” [S, Satz 25.10, p. 6501. Let S, be a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of the ith factor, and P = S, x ... x S,, E Syl,(G). We claim that 
h(X) = 1 for all XE OChar(G). By Theorem 2.3(b) this is equivalent to 
h(Xp) = 1. Now every irreducible character of degree > 1 of P is complex 
valued, so h(Xp) = h(lC/) where $ is the sum of the linear constituents of xp. 
Let 8, denote the sum of the 7 nonprincipal linear characters of S,. As $ is 
invariant in N(P), I/J is a sum of characters of the form 
e; # e; # . . . # e:,, (*I 
where %i. is either 8, or l,y,. As the determinant of any such character is 1 p, 
it suffices to show h(%‘, # %; # %:,) = 1. 
Suppose a is a character of the form (*) with exactly t > 1 nonprincipal 
factors. If p is the regular character of P/ker CI (viewed as a character of P 
with ker p = ker g) then p = M + C where ,X is a sum of characters of the 
form (*) with fewer than t nonprincipal factors. Each such term has deter- 
minant 1 p (as already noted) so working inductively we have h(C) = 1 and 
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h(p)=h(cc). Theorem 3.3 implies h(p) is trivial when viewed as an element 
of M(P/ker p) and hence h(p) = 1 in M(P). 
The exact same argument given above also shows that h is trivial on 
N(P). 
Even though the function h is trivial on the group Sz(8), the full covering 
group of Sz(8) may be found using h, provided we start with a double cover 
of Sz(8). To see this, let G be a nontrivial double cover of Sz(8), and 
T~Syl~(c). Set Z=z(G), S=T/Z~Syl,(sz(8)), and W/Z=L(T/Z). If 
a E IW( T) has order 7, then a acts Frobeniously on T/Z, as well as W/Z. If 
IV’ # 1 then W is an extraspecial group of order 16, a contradiction. Thus, 
W is abelian and W = Z x A where A = [ W, a]. If A u T then, arguing as 
before, we get the contradiction that T/A is an extraspecial group of order 
16. Hence IW T(A) < T. As N T(A) is u-invariant and contains W we conclude 
NT(A) = W. Let ,U be the unique nonprincipal character of Z. If x E T then 
(p# 1 A).Y has kernel A’ which is different from A when x I$ W. Thus, the 
inertia group of p# 1 A in T equals W and @ = (p # 1 A)T is irreducible. 
Clearly, $ E OChar( T). Set I= $” so that x E OChar(G) as well. Note that 
as $ is irreducible, it is fully ramified over Z and so vanishes on T-Z. 
This also implies that Z = Z(T). 
Fix x E T- W. As C,(W) = W, the function [x, . 1: W + Z is surjective, 
with kernel W, = C,,,(x) of order 8. Clearly (x’, Z) < W,,. Let 
YE W,-(x’,Z) and set B=(x,y)=C,xC~. As BnZ=l, $B is the 
regular character of B, while xe is an odd multiple (455) of the regular 
character of B. Theorem 2.5 applied to B now shows that both h($) and 
h(x) are nontrivial. 
The example of Sz(8), or a direct product of copies of this group, 
illustrates that h (in general) cannot be used to determine the largest 
elementary abelian 2-subgroup of M(G). Nevertheless, h may still be quite 
effective in calculating M(G) for certain groups, even when I M(G) / is large. 
For example, let E be an elementary abelian group of order 2” generated 
by x, ,..., x,. Define ;li E Irr(E) by J-,(x,) = (- l)nfi, and set A,, = (x,, x,) 
for i # j. The restriction of I., + 1, + lji, to A,,, has the form 1 + 21 when 
{~,j>#{W} h w ere i. is a linear character of A,, and so h((/l, + jV, + 
l.ij~~)At,,) = 1. However, Theorem 2.5 shows h((i, + jV, + jUjl,),,,) # 1. Thus, 
the elements /z(A, + Ai + i,Ai) are independent for i<j. As I M(E)/ = 2(;) 
we conclude im(h) = M(E). 
If G is a 2-group, the “dihedral part” of im(h) may be defined as the sub- 
group generated by h(x) where x( 1) = 2 and G/ker x is dihedral or C2 x C,. 
Corollary 7.2 shows that if (G, x) is a minimal pair then h(x) belongs to the 
dihedral part of im(h). This fact, together with Corollary 4.6 might suggest 
that the dihedral part of im(h) should be all of im(h), but this is false. As 
before, let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a double cover of Sz(8). Then T is 
not dihedral, and any proper homomorphic image of T is a homomorphic 
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image of S = r/Z(T), and S does not map onto D,. Thus the dihedral part 
of im(h) is generated by h(A + p) = h,,, where 1 and p are linear characters 
of T. But h,,, = 1 already holds in S, and hence in T. Hence, the dihedral 
part of im(h) for the group T is trivial, even though im(h) # 1 for this 
group. 
Note added in proof Since the time this paper has been submitted, Roderick Cow has 
pointed out to us that the questions raised in the third and fourth paragraphs of the last sec- 
tion have in fact positive answers. That is, if x E 0 Char(G) then x’ is necessarily an element of 
0 Br(G). Moreover, Lemma 6.4 can be generalized by replacing d,, = 1 by the requirement 
that d,, be odd instead. These results follow from Lemma 5.3.2, and the remarks following 
this lemma, appearing in D. Quillen’s paper (The Adams Conjecture, Topology 10 (1971), 
67-80). Thus, the hypotheses of Theorem 6.13 do not require x’ E 0 Br(G), and the proof need 
not use Theorem 6.11 or any reference to the function h. However, as Theorem 6.16 shows, the 
function h is still useful when the information that v, E 0 Br(G) is not available. 
Finally, we would like to point out that Theorem 6.17 of [6] has a considerably shorter 
proof than the one given. In that situation, if 1 is a faithful irreducible character of a Sylow 
2-subgroup (which is dihedral of order >8), and if ~‘=~+det x + 1, then )I’ as well as x’~ 
vanish on involutions. Thus, if E is a Klein 4-subgroup of G, then ~‘~1~ is an odd multiple of 
the regular character of E, so that Theorem 1.3 of [6] applies directly. 
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